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ODDS and ENDS | Dorothy Crawford, Brilliant
Shocked by the sudden realization that this column had been losing authentic odds-and-ends flavor,
we dug up a few assorted items recently, designed to make our column title no mere catch-word. We
have it on excellent authority, for
example, that daily Moo-Moo consumption is about 30 quarts. . . .
a far cry from what it used to
be when the club met on the porch,
with everyone who could stagger
or crawl up the steps participating.
Among local news items of
note is the fact that people from
30 states and five foreign countries
to the number of 1,000 or more have
already visited the new BealMaltbie Museum in the first week.
Bitty Cummins, who works there,
also said they were installing a
new water cooler next week and
mumured something about a beer
keg in the closet. This last we
question.

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Omicron Delta $50,000

Given to College
New Building it Goal
Meeting
Ot $200,000 is Attained

Monologuist, Here Friday Kappa Holds
For

DOROTHY CRAWFORD

Director Bailey
Announces Cast of
Romeo and Juliet

And from Dorothy Lockhart we
learned that Cathie Bailey Coleman
will appear soon in "French Without Tears," a clever comedy, with
Donald-The-Mad
Murphy,
that
swash-buckling Hibernian with the
Russian-Cockney accent, that refugee from the OGPU, the FBI, the
Director Howard Bailey of the
WPA, the Surete, Scotland Yard
and three irate fathers, also on the Rollins Student Players has announced completed casting for the
bill.
next production on the Players
1940-41 schedule. To be presented
Someone once said, "A man is
April
24, 25, and 26, William
beginning to get old when he begins to reflect more on the past Shakespeare's immortal romantic
tragedy
"Romeo and Juliet" will be
than gaze into the future." Others,
trying to generalize about this given in two parts, one in the afquestion of the inseepage of age's ternoon and one in the evening, to
demands, try to tie it up with such make it possible to present the play
physical things as reflexes or such in its entirety.
temperamental things as complacency. As for ourself, we know perIn the title roles will be two of
fectly well when we will have reached the peak and began to decline. Rollins most accomplished stage
The very first time we can go into personalities, Dudley Darling and
the triforum at Knowles Chapel Barbara Brown. The supporting
and (A) Not have an urge to count cast contains the names of practhe bald heads or (B) Not have to tically all of Rollin's theatricallyfight off an impulse to break into a inclined men, as this is one of the
cheer when Christopher O. begins to largest casts ever assembled here.
exhort his choir to greater efforts In major supporting roles will be
with much armwaving, etc., or (C)
Jack Ruth as Benvolino, Ed Waite
Not picture ourself leaping, with
nicely calculated precision, onto the as Tybalt, Everett Farnsworth as
chains that hold the lights and so Prince Escalus, Folke Sellman as
unorthodoxly but grandiosely de- Paris, Jack Campbell as Mercutio,
scending upon the startled but ad- John Buckwalter as Friar Laurence,
miring assemblage in the best of Priscilla Parker as Lady Montague,
Douglas Fairbanks tradition.
and Janet Jones as Juliet's Nurse.
Others in the cast include: Ralph
Then, and not when we have
reached any mere impressive span Harrington, Frank Bowes, Dick
of years, we will be ready to retire Cerra, James Niver, Emanuel Ehrto our fireside and comforter.
lich, Dean Waddell, Jack C. Liberman, Alden Manchester, Robert
Whiteley, Gordon Laughead, WarThe Florida Audubon Society,
which held its annual meeting here ren Titus, Douglas Bills, Cecil
last week-end, probably has many Butt, Jess Gregg, Bud Albert, Dick
a good bit of bird lore in its rosters, Forbes, Peter Boulton, Dick Yard,
but few, we think, come closer to Tom Casey, and Natalie Rubin.
incredible than that related to us
recently by Professor Maser. About
two weeks ago, Professor Maser
was standing with a friend along
the shores of Lake Virginia, near
the college. Suddenly, they noticed
a blue heron, flying back and forth
over their heads, in ever-lowering
circles.
The two men watched him, puzzled, when suddenly, without any
warning, this shyest of birds
The spring session of the Civilian
swooped down awkwardly and landed exactly at the feet of the startled Pilot Training Program at Rollins
pair. His peculiar stance drew has finally gotten underway. There
their attention a t once, for he stood are not many students enrolled for
before them on one leg, swaying the course at the present time;
uncertainly and staring intently we have about one-fourth our quota.
at the ground. Bending over, they Because of this, towns-people are
saw that the bird, (which lives on given a good chance at this pilot's
fish) had apparently dived full tilt training. Of the five students eninto a mess of fishing tackle and rolled at the present, there is one
one great sharp hook had pene- girl, Constance Carey. The boys
trated his leg, while other hooks are: Edwin Amark, Earl Branand a tangled line had completed kert, Grady Ray, and Don Riddle.
the task of completely tying up Of course, the physical examination
stopped many potential fliers. The
• M injured limb.
The wound was ugly and must big elimination came in the eye
have been extremely painful, yet tests. Two students passed the
when they picked him up and tried physical examination all right, but
to work the hook loose, the heron were dropped because of excess
kept perfectly still, trembling with weight.
The ground school training is
fright and excitment
The two
mon finally got a pair of wire being held on Wednesday and
cutters and after considerable Thursday evenings in Knowles Hall.
effort, succeeded in removing the Mr. Kerlin and Mr. Lazarus have
hooks. Again, all during this agon- charge of the ground school as
pain, the bird, apparently usual. The former instructor having
iting them, continued to stare a greater amount to do this session
at their hands. Finally freed, they since Mr. Lazarus is busy with the
put him down and watched his next development of the Orlando Municimove. He made no effort to fly pal Airport. This course will con_.. away, but walked shakily to a near- tinue through the spring term until
™ by boathouse and stood there shak- the latter part of May.
No word has been received on the
ing and quiet
Finally, they
brought him food and watched as "refresher" course that the Government
was planning to install.
he ate hungrily.
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Internationally
F a m o u s
Artist Will Appear on
Annie RusseU Series

Dinner

Ed. Note: Dorthy Lockhart has
announced that Students may purchase tickets to Miss Crawford's
performance for 50 cents, if they
present their Student Union Cards
at the boxoffice.

Convention Delegates Chosen;
Darling and Ehrlich Will
Make Trip

Dorothy Crawford,
k n o w n
throughout the United States and
Europe as the "one-woman theatre,"
will appear in a distinguished program of original character sketches
Friday evening, at 8:15 o'clock,
in the winter Park High School
Auditorium under the auspices of
the Annie Russell Series.
Ranked with Ruth Draper and
Cornelia Otis skinner as the greatest monologists of our time, Miss
Crawford's brilliant artistry has
won world-wide repute within a
relatively brief period of time. Her
brilliant scenes, running the gamut
of emotion and experience, are projected and delineated with extraordinary technique.
Perhaps the outstanding quality
of Miss Crawford's work is ber
masterly combination of intellect
and emotion, of humor and pathos,
of laughter and tears, which she
brings to every characterization,
be it of the most lightly drawn
comedy or the most profound
comedy.
While still a child, long before
she could play the piano or read
a note of music, she improvised
songs, both words and music, and
her parents, both professional
writers, decided to give her a thorough musical training. She studied
composition and orchestration for
three years with Rubin Goldmark
and coached singing and son-literature with Kurt Schindler. Several
of her original songs have been
published.

Art

Studio
Continues Sale

The exhibition and sale of prints
in the Rollins Art Studio will continue through Sunday, March 9,
hours four to six daily.
The subjects include small etchings, Japanese block prints, Chinese
fiber landscapes, French colortypes,
flower studies and reproductions
of Audubon and Currier and Ives.
An unusual opportunity is offered
to pick up interesting things at
moderate prices, and to study different methods and processes. Commissions on sales will go to the
Art Department fund. Miss Robie
sponsoring the exhibition.

Year's Project Is
Furnishing of House
The Rollins Chapter of Omicron
Delta Kappa, national men's honorary fraternity, held a recent dinner meeting at the College Commons to discuss plans for the coming convention to be held at Baton
Rouge, La., on March 14, and to
adopt a project for the year.
At press time formal delegates
to the convention were Dudley Darling and Emmanuel Ehrlich, who
will accompany Dean Arthur D.
Enyart to the meeting. There was
some possibility that other members would attend, but no definite
word.
Following a general discussion of
O. D. K. plans here and in the
nation, a copy of the new constitution now under consideration was
given to the delegates for appraisal.
Final business of the meeting
was tbe adoption of the year's project and after a number of ideas
had been broached and discussed,
it was decided to undertake the
refurnishing of the old Gamma Phi
Beta house, now used to house visiting teams here. Local O. D. K.
members will head a drive to secure rugs, lounges, chairs and other
furniture to fill the empty rooms
of the guest house.
Coincidental with the project's
adoption came a plea from Dr.
Thurston Adams, of the Department of Athletics, for action along
just these lines and work is expected to get under way within the
next week on this effort.
Present at the meeting were:
Dean Arthur D. Enyart, Professor
Willard Wattles, Dick Rodda, Dudley Darling, John Giantonio, Major
Harmon, Jack Buckwalter, Jess
Gregg, George Waddell, Clyde
Jones, Emmanuel Ehrlich, Theodore Pitman, Carrow Tolson and
Dick Kelly.

ORGAN VESPERS
Wednesday, March 5, 1941
7:30 P. M.
Program
1. Final, from Symphony 1
Maquaire
2. Notturno
_ Boroline
(from Second String Quartet)
3. Jagged Peaks in the
Starlight
Clokey
4. Spring Day (scherzo) Kinder
5. a) My Heart Ever
Faithful
_ Bach
b) Patron, Das Macht
Der Wind
Bach
Lucile David, contralto
Emelie Dougherty, accompanist
6. Kamenai Ostrow - Rubenstein
7. Festival Toccata
Fletcher

Two Fraternities
Elect New Officers
The Rollins chapter of Phi Delta
Theta elected Robert McFall to
the post of president at Monday's
meeting. Other new officers are:
James Hoover, secretary; William
Victor, reporter; Nin Bond, treasurer, and Pershing Scott, chaplain.
Newly elected president of the
local Sigma Nu Chapter is Donald
Murphy. Also elected are Robert
Russe, vice president; Hand Swan,
secretary; Harrison Barnes, treasurer; Jules Steffens, secretary and
Joseph Fribley, chaplain.

Studio Club to
Meet Thursday
Saturday evening the Orange
County Fair concluded as chilly Studio Club people in the Rollins booth
staged a show of rapid portraiture.
A slightly similar program is planned for the regular home meeting
tomorrow evening at the Studio;
there will be a series of poses, probably portrait. Also a new Casey will
be read, and Professor Steel's
"Much Ado" — broadcast over
WDBO 9:00-9:30—listened to while
the work goes on. There probably
will not be any brimming cola or
coffee or anything.

SHIRLEY ANDERSON ILL
Rollins Students Shirley
Anderson, Dean Anderson's young daughter, underwent
emergency appendecomy at the
Come Safely Back anOrange
General Hospital, last Wedmorning. She is recuperatFrom Tallahassee nesday
ing very nicely.

Frosh Players
Give The Silver
Cord Mar. 13-14
Sidney Howard Production
Labeled An Excellent
Character Play
Jack Buckwalter will again direct the Freshmen players. This
time they chose the well known
play, "The Silver Cord" by Sidney
Howard. Bucky brought the Freshman players through such productions as the "Adding Machine" and
"R. U. R." with flying colors.
Sidney Howard's untimely death
deprived the modern stage of one
its most promising playwrites.
"The Silver Cord" is an example
of what an over dose of "mother
love" can do. Like Shaw's work,
it is more a study of Characters
than fast moving drama and complicated plots.
Jane Parks will play the pampering mother, Mrs. Phelps. This part
is the mainstay of the whole play
and will afford Miss Parks a rare
opportunity to display her dramatic
talents.
Having the first chance to escape the dreaded fate of being
"type cast" as a butler, Folke Sellman will have the part of the
younger son, Robert. You will undoubtedly remember Sully as the
sympathetic Scrubby in "Outward
Bound."
Virginia Meyers will portray
David's wife, Christina. Virginia
gave a good account of herself as
the snappy old maid in the last
Freshman production, "R. U. R."
From a dead voiced Robot in
"R. U. R." to a sensitive young
girl in "Silver Cord" is a long jump.
We feel confident that Felicia Lenning will prove her versatile powers
as an actress when she takes the
part of Hester, Robert's fiancee.
David, the older son will be played
by Gordon Laughead. Gordon had
the part of an old man in "R. TJ. R,
and has just completed the part
of Stephen Wayne in "First Lady:
Because of the limited time, it
was thought advisable to pick a
show with a small cast. However,
the Freshmen hope to give a large
cast play later on in the year, so
that more of the newcomers can
have a chance to prove their worth.

Relations Club
Rollins 1941 Baseball Team
Orlando Horseshow Starts International
Conference is Attended
Has Big Hurling Problems
Tomorrow, Students Enter

Rollins Training
Program Slumps,
Only Five Enroll

Seven Rollins students nobly sacrificed their classes to attend the

Annual Event Promises to Be international relations club conven- Infield Should Prove Strong
This year; Season Opens
tion last Friday and Saturday at
Best in Recent Years
On March 28th
the Florida State College for
women in Tallahassee.
With sixty-six southeastern colleges represented by about 350 delegates, the Eighteenth
Annual
Southeastern Conference of International Relations Clubs began with
registration on Friday morning and
ended with luncheon on, Saturday.
At the opening session, the delegates divided themselves into four
discussion groups, after greetings,
responses, and a few remarks by
Miss Jones, representing the CarThe horses began to arrive Mon- negie Endowment.
day, after the wind-up of the
Each group met three times for
Tampa Horse Show. This year has
brought an exceptionally large round table discussion. Janet Jones
number of entries, making the and Patty Bernard attended the
competition stiffer than even be- "European Theatre of War" sesfore. Horsemanship classes will be sions. Ted Pitman led one of the
hotly contested, for the importation meetings of the group deliberating
of better saddle stock by local on "Our Neighbors to the South,"
stables and the increased interest at which Louis Hortal presented a
and competition by local riders has paper on the proposed federation of
resulted in turning out some out- nations in the western hemisphere.
standing junior and adult horseYves de Chambure represented
man and horsewoman.
Rollins in the "Powers and Policies
Rollins has entered an unusually in the Orient" group, and Dwight
large number of entries this year, Johnston and Estelle Bakal attenddue to the increased enthusiasm in ed "Democracy."
The FSCW conference commitriding. Besides participation in
the Rollins Men's Classes and Rol- tees had planned an extensive prolins Women's Horsemanship Class- gram for the delegates, including
es, Lilliam Ryan and Phillip Reed talks by Carnegie Endowment
have entered Chocolate and Bright speakers, a tea, a formal banquet,
Skin in the Pairs of Pleasure Saddle and a girl-break dance. Next year's
Horses to be ridden by a lady and convention will be held at Georgia
Tech.
(Continued on Page 2)
Again this year, all the glamour
and excitement that surrounds a
horse show, will be brought to the
front this Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, when exhibitors
from all the Southeastern states,
and even New York and several
other of the northern states will
bring their horses to Orlando, to
compete in the Fifth Annual Orlando Horse Show, to be held at
Mr. Keen's Orange Blossom Stables.

By Ira Yopp
Rollins varsity baseball aspirants
began practice this week for the
opening game with the University
of Alabama, here, March 28 and 29.
The first workout consisted mostly
of working the kinks out of the
throwing arms. However, Coach
Jack McDowall expects to begin infield and batting drills by Wednesday.
The pitching department probably will be given the most attention by McDowall. The only returning men are righthander Sam
Hardman and southpaw George
Estes. Freshman players who are
expected to work on the mound include Bob Steinfelt, Red Harris, and
Jay Thompson, all righthanders of
which little is known at the present
time.
Catching duties will be shared
by June Lingerfelt and Manny
Brankert, both lettermen with much
experience.
The infield with a returning letterman for each position, will probably end in a dog-fight for starting assignments. Brankert and
Lingerfelt will probably share the
first base duties when not behind
the plate. Jim Blalock, tall freshman from North Carolina, will be
available for duty also. The second
(Continued on Page 2)

Mademoiselle Wants
Four Rollins Coeds
As College Editors

Anonymous Donor M a k e s
Gift Contingent On
April 10, Deadline
A gift of $50,000 to construct the
main building of the proposed Student Recreation Center at Rollins
College, contingent upon the raising
of the remaining $150,000 of the
$200,000 Orange County Student
Aid Fund, was announced last night
at a dinner of campaign workers
held at the Gerry Adams Restaurant.
E. T. Brown, treasurer of Rollins
College, who made the announcement, said that the donor wished to
remain anonymous for the present.
Contributions reported at the dinner brought the total subscribed to
date, including the $50,000 contingent gift, to $65,063. In addition,
a contribution of $5,000 toward endowment, not include in the Student Aid Fund, was announced.
Branham Presides
John T. Branham presided in the
absence of H. R. Cloud, general
chairman, who was ill. Speakers
included Dr. Hamilton Holt, president of Rollins; Arthur Schultz,
W. R. O'Neal and N. P. Yowell.
Mr. Brown read the following letter addressed to him by the donor
of the $50,000:
' "There is no cause nearer to my
heart than the welfare of Rollins
College. The friends of Rollins are
to be congratulated on their determination to raise $3,000,000 within
the next five years to place on a
permanent financial basis the institution which has so long been supported by the personal efforts of
President Hamilton Holt and his
associates.
"The first step in this large program is the campaign which is now
under way to raise $200,000 — of
which $65,000 shall be used to build
a Student Recreation Center and
$135,000 is to be used for scholarships for needy students for the
next two years. I am convinced
that this $200,000 effort must be
accomplished quickly and enthusiastically if the entire long-range
program is to succeed.
Is Hard Task
"Realizing that this initial movement is perhaps the hardest task in
the entire program, I am willing to
give the sum of fifty thousand
($50,000) dollars, subject to the following conditions:
(1) That my contribution be used
to erect the main building of the
Student Recreation Center.
(2) That other friends of Rollins
College shall, within a reasonable
time, subscribe the balance, namely: $150,000 to complete this $200,000 campaign.
"While I do not wish to place an
arbitrary time limit for the accomplishment of the second condition
above, I reserve the right to withdraw and cancel my contingent
offer to give $50,000 to erect the
main building of the Student Recreation Center if the foregoing
terms have not been substantially
met on or before April 10, 1941."
The cost of the entire Student
Recreation Center, including the
alumni wing, has been estimated at
$65,000.
In addition to a lounge and reading room, a game room, a small
store for student supplies, a campus
postoffice and refreshment fountain, the main building of the center
will include showers and lockers for
the use of the day students. The
building will be of particular advantage to the Orange County day
students, who are at present "homeless" on the campus, having no
place to leave their belongings and
books.

The editor of the college department of "Mademoiselle" is looking
for four college editors from Rollins to send her news. Miss Virginia Hanson, college department
editor, would like a girl from each
class who would answer questions
each month about what Rollins girls
are doing and what they're wearing,
and who would also send in interesting news on her own initiative.
"Mademoiselle" also has guest
editors several times throughout
the year to edit the college department. These girls are chosen from
college editors from the different
colleges. For the June issue of the
magazine thirteen guest editors are
chosen from the best of the college
The site chosen is next to Careditors. These girls come to New negie Hall, which houses the college
York where they work for a month offices and the library.
in the office of "Mademoiselle" preparing the college issue. They receive a flat fee, and are paid for
NOTICE TO DRAFTEES!
any articles or pictures used. Last
The administration has called
year no one received less than a to our attention the fact that, in
hundred and fifty dollars.
order to be considered for deferAny girls who are interested in ment, draftees must request such
representing Rollins, in picking up deferment at the time they fill
a little spare cash through the year, out their questionnaires. Failure
and in the possibility of a summer to observe this precaution conjob, should see "Peanuts" Hall or siderably lessens your potential
Mr. Jones, whose offices are at pres- chances of receiving the requestent in Pinehurst, or Mr. Brown in ed deferment.
the Treasurer's office.
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Is The Beanery On The Down Grade?
One of the better known but less publicized indoor sports a t
Rollins is griping at beanery food, and while the practice of
this new form of entertainment was comparatively restricted
during our first two years at Rollins, its recent rapid growth
caused us to wonder, editorially, if there can't be some reason
for the recent outbreak of complaints.
By and large, food here at Rollins is better than that at
most large dining halls in similar institutions, but every day
we notice a number of students who come into the Beanery,
sit down at a table, glance over the menu and then leave in
disgust. Add to this the number who, unable either because
of purse or personal reasons to adopt this course, sit there
and nibble half-heartedly at the meal, and we believe you'll
have a pretty sizeable group.
Luckily, this writer is not overly fond of food, and not
too particular about what he eats; the twenty pounds we've
added here at Rollins will attest to that. In the past when
we heard students gripe about the food we invariably felt
like telling them to get a little excercise and develop an
appetite, after all, if you're hungry, ANYTHING tastes fine.
But at that time most of the complaining was done by a few
professional gripers, who had little else to do, and did it.
Today, however, the general attitude of the students, es
pecially the non-scholarship group, seems to be that of in
dignation. One of them spoke to us recently, after a particularly unsatisfactory Beanery luncheon, asking a question that
we so far have been unable to answer. "The other day," said
this student, "I went into Orlando's newest cafeteria, and
there, for 32 cents, I had a perfectly wonderful luncheon, with
plenty of everything and everything well cooked. Why can't
they do better than this with the money I pay here per meal ?"

WEDNESDAY, MARCHJ^lfljj

Tars Finish Eight
• ORLANDO HORSE Special Sandspur Survey Shows That Coeds
Week Winter Foot(Continued from page 1)
Consider Rollins Men 99 &% Sloppy Ball Training Grind

gentleman. In the same class ir
last year's show, it will be remem
(12we__0, $2.50 bered that this pair of horses
placed first over competition of
some of the finest saddle horses in
the East and South.
TELEPHONE 18;

SANDSPUR

By Paul Haley
In last week's issue of
"Sandspur" there appeared a vicious article on women's clothes,
written by what seems to be 2
traitor to her sex. This article purported to be an unprejudiced survey of what Rollins men think of
women's clothes. Following its
well-known policy of complete campus coverage, the "Sandspur" editorial board decided to print the
story, but determined to print a
"tit-for-tat" story the following
week. We are herewith publishing
the results of an exhaustive, unbiased survey concerning women's
ideas on men's clothes, entitled "De
Rerum Hominium."

In the same class, Betty Scott
and Harrison Barnes have entered
the pair of Mountaineer and Peter.
Besides entry in the Rollins
Woman's class, Betty Hall up on
Chief, Lillian Ryan up on Peter and
Ellen Chadwick on Chocolate, will
compete with the older woman in
the Ladies Horsemanship Class.
Don Murphy will ride Chief in the
Men's Horsemanship class.
This survey revealed a number of
Don will also show Mrs. Gory's
three gaited mare in the Pleasure startling facts which Rollins men
Saddle Horse Class, and will jump will be sure to take with a "Who
Diana, a middle-weight hunter in gives a damn" attitude. One of the
the Hunter Hack class, one of the most interesting of these is an illusion held by a female member of
more picturesque classes.
Entries in (he Rollins Men's the Rollins intelligentsia; the conClass include: Phi Reed ,on Chief; ductor of the survey, a common, orDick Yard, on Echo; Bower Corwin, dinary, harmless male, was quite
on Cardinal; Bill Milner, on Choco- bowled over when a representative
late; John Homan, on Peter; Har- of the above-mentioned superior set
rison Barnes, on Mountaineer; Don stated, while referring to men'
Murphy, on Mrs. Cory's Country sloppiness, "Of course, I know
Boy, and Bob Langlotz, and Mr. there are no boys who would think
Jim Cumbie's Pat. This class will of going to Beanery without first
be judged on seat, hands, and hand- taking a shower." To which the
ling of the horse through difficult surveyor might have answered, but
manveurs, and knowledge of horse- didn't "I see that you haven't spent
many nights in a fraternity house,
manship.
In the Rollins Women's Class, we Ed. Note: There! That proves
have Wilma Tilden, on Chief; Janet our girls are virtuous!
Jones, on Big Boy; Jane Welsh, on This little episode might not seem
Kerry; Lolly Phillips, on Echo; to have much to do with clothes,
Bebe Dabbs, on Cardinal; Lillian but it's indicative of the weird ideas
Ryan, on Peter, Barbara Brokaw, on some girls have about boys and
Bright Skin; Louise Ryan, on their habits.
Chocolate; Betty Hall on MounOpinions differ about slack suits,
tainer; Ellen Chadwick, on Snow; but the general opinion (sixtyMary Katherine Shutts, on Mr. nine per cent of the coeds interCumbie's Pat, and Betty Scott, on viewed) is that they are just as
Mr. Walter Roses' Moon, all com- loppy as overalls or mechanics'
peting for ribbons, on the same nonkey's suits but without overpoint system set forth for the ,11s' functional value.
Rollins Men's Classes.
One hundred percent of the in-

FROM THE
SORORITIES

ALONG FRATERNITY ROW
LAMBDA CHI COMMENT
What is there to say of such a
quiet, studious group such as ours ?
Promptly after dinner every evening our young men wend their
several ways with intent faces,
some to the library, where they
study such weighty tomes as "Life"
and the Orlando Reporter Star. An
other serious group, engaged ir
chemical research, disappear in tht
direction of Robbie's, to study the
effects of alcohol on the blood
stream. (Anything for science!)
Others, our sociological students,
make surveys among the various
jook joints that dot the highways
leading out of town. A large por
tion of the boys' time is given over
in assisting brother Lawton, who
is writing a thesis covering "Possibilities of Hitting a Sixteen with a
Five." This absorbed group may
also at times be observed at work
on the new Hard-way Point System," advocated by Brother Sedlmayr in his new treatise on "Gyrations and Potentials in Unleaded
Galloping Dominoes."

Do we have to glower at Dave
MacCreary for his "Museum Pieces
everybody makes mistakes. Can't
Sellman snore at night without
hearing from Tom Casey's dripping
pen? Are we so cynical that
can't give credit to Grady Ray for
getting an honorable black eye
Can't Bud Waddell walk a crooked
line just once, in peace? Is it
possible for Jimmy MacHugh to
make a Russian brawl looke like WC
TU meeting, without being snarled
a t ? Why do we have to hear "the
only thing Buckwalter ever casted
correctly was his shadow"? We
think it's mean. Do we have to
scream at Pete Boulton that
friends usually intellectuals and
sometimes not even t h a t ? That's
unfair. In fact we are forced to call
public opinion sheer "intolerance".
What better name could there be for

Gab and Gown

terviewed students called down the
By Sam Pugh
In answer or retaliation — y o wrath of the gods upon the heads
Winter football practice ended may figure out which! — to 1„,
of boys who wear gym shirts, "T"
shirts, and athletic shirts around Saturday afternoon, March 1, with week's column reporting masculin,
a
regulation
game
between
"white"
opinion of women's clothes. s o r a
campus even when not participating in sports. It seems to be an and "yellow" teams. The eight of the Rollins girls were asked to
weeks spent in preparation for next tell their peeves and preferences
unforgivable crime.
A thousand and one curses also year's varsity eleven has been the in men's clothing. It was su».
fall on the lad who, if he neither longest after-season practice ses- gested that they be honest and not
make everything "sound good." One
owns nor can borrow a tuxedo, at- sion in the history of Rollins.
Two evenly matched teams bat- girl replied, "Don't worry, they
tends a formal dance in a light
suit. A dark suit is all right, but tled it out in long scrimmages last raked us over the coals last timeplease, the girls beg, not a tan week to finish most of the contact now it's our chance!" Here goes-'
Joanne Oak: "For one thing, I can't
one or a checked coat. They like work before the opening tilt
bear slack suits with the shirt
the atmosphere of a dance to be September. The Tars spend m
hanging out.
They look iite
similar to that of a corn field; they of their pre-season training
will be the light, beautiful corn and Asheville, North Carolina, polishing 'romper' suits! Another thing I
the boys will be the flock of somber up their plays so rough work i: don't like is a pork-pie hat. T
adore Christopher O.'s ties a „ d
crows, with perhaps a few evil vul- practically over for the players.
As for the starting eleven for thi Jess's shirts with the long sleeves
tures hovering about.
(sport shirts, probably!). I a l s o
1941
schedule,
even
Coaches
Mc
Another difference occurs concerning the wearing of polo (sport) Dowell and Waite have not as yet like colored coats — what do ym
shirts without the tails' being tuck- decided. The army may get "Rab call them — for evening (dinner
ed in. Girls feel that it looks bit" Curry, Pershing Scott, anc coats?). Yes, but, really, I don't
care what they wear!"
sloppy, but that men, with all the Frank Grundler.
Nancy Osborne: "Well, I can't stand
horrible clothes they are forced to
. . . You aren't really going to p n t
wear, should be entitled to some
this in the p a p e r ? " (Sure!) "Well
comfort in hot weather.
don't quote me on that, then!
Naturally enough (though as Moe
Something nice — oh, yes, tweeds
Finklestein said, "What's so naturthick and soft ones. And, ah, Bud's'
ally about i t ? " ) girls are much
seersucker suits; they look so commore concerned with men's clothes
fortable and cool. (How about forALPHA PHI PATTER
than men are themselves. Girls
mal stuff ?) If they're going to a
appreciate the slow swing in men's
We have spent this last week formal they ought to wear a formalapparel to color and comfort; ex- playing hostess to our very charmif they don't, I think it's a slam to
cept at dances, as mentioned be- ing national officer, Mrs. Straiter,
the girl! That's all I can think
fore, where girls, as always, like vice president of Alpha Phis, who
of; now let's look at 'Madamoito see their men in something as has been visiting us. We took her
s'elle!'"
close to a uniform as is possible to the Animated Magazine and all
without having said men actually of the Founder's Week goings-on
Alma Vander Velde: "I hate black
drafted. The only general conclu and we hated to see her go last
and gray colorless suits, especially
sion to be drawn from this thorough Wednesday.
black ones. They look like undersurvey is that women consider men
Bridge foursome of the week: takers' suits, except for formal
to be 99.44 hundredths percent Ellen, Dick, Ginny, and Murray.
wear. I like more color in play
sloppy. Which most of us knew
Question of the week: Who is the clothes; not loud, just coiorful. I
anyway.
man of the past whom Margie has like color in evening clothes (Dinner
Ed. Note: It is unfortunate that been dodging all week-end? ? ?
jackets, ties.) I like cummerbunds,
in the same issue in which we make Surprise of the week: Jeanie too; wish they'd wear 'em more ofthis startling, unbiased report
ten. I like conservatism, too, in
Heidrich's engagement ring!
the interests of our readers, there
things like fine, authentic tweeds
appears another column c
and fine wools; subtle colors in
CHI O COMMENT
same subject, which lays little claim
When the
Here it is March — a brand ne\ excellent materials.
to being unbiased.
colors
are drab, the boys might as
lonth to play around in. We'r
ff to a bang-up start with a coupl well buy dark glasses and a tin
of birthdays on the 4th and 5th, cup!"

and will it ever keep us in the
glamma section.
Well, our house motha's callin'
us, so we gotta vamoos — but
don't forget our open house on the
thirtieth of February—Glen Gray's
providin' the noise an at ten-thoity
shary we're rafflin' off Dick Kelly
— see ya next week in dis column.

X CLUB XCERPTS

Hall and Bebe, respectively.
To rehash the past week
"Goochie" is back from Miami look
ing fine.
The Brooks twins and Bebe were
among those who froze at the beach
on the Phi Delt house party. But
after all, weather isn't everything.
While they go in for Phi Delt
actives, Margo is more interested
Almunis
That goodlooking gentleman who
has been with Carolyn the last few
days is her father.
We haven't realized the real possibilities in public speaking until
the other night when we saw Dot
surrounded by five tall out-of-town
debaters.
Hall drove back up to Gainesville
with Bob on Sunday (yes, he's been
here again) and we hear they really
made time.
Off again: Wats and Marion, for
the week-end. They visited Wat's
parents in Fort Meyers.
Just give her time: Shuttsy, who
found out only yesterday that the
new museum is for sea shells. She
thought it was crew shells
P. S. To Tom: Hope you're not
freezing up there in New York.

Jeanne Domminick: "Give me a
man with a pork-pie hat, a tweed
sport coat and plain slacks! Or
a tall, dark man in tails . . . ! Huh!
Yes, saddle shoes are o. k., and I
love plaid, Argyle wool socks. Oh,
yes, and those covert-cloth coats
with the fly fronts!"
Phillippa Herman: " I like most '
sport coats and sweaters, hut I'm
not crazy about slack suits; it takes
a type to wear them, and they're apt
to be sloppy. I don't like these
stripped sweater-shirts, either. The
men don't have to be too dressy,
either, but just enough. I like
saddle shoes if they're clean —
which is more important for men
than for women. I don't care for bi
moccasins, hats, Ascot scarfs or too >*,
loud ties!"

"By" P. B.
We almost got this column written for us this week, but the first
attempt was vetoed by the club
and the second failed rather badly,
so here we are again. Persons
who steal hubcaps are herdby
Barbara Bryant: "Men, on the
frowned upon. Ones who slice holes
whole, dress too casually. They are
convertible tops are beneath coninclined to be sloppy. Most of
tempt. Anybody got any ideas
need a better press in their
about how we can put the squelch
trousers. I like sports outfits if
his racket?
they're neat and in their place.
's been a strenuous week for
I dislike them at a dance
many of our boys, that is, all exSome of the Beanery meals, such as Sunday dinners and
Hester Sturgis: "Sport shirts are
cept Rutch, who certainly came
breakfasts, are superb and well worth the money. But on
nice, and so are pants well pressed
through with colors flying! We unthe average, we do not think it unfair or inaccurate to say Not to be outdone in effort by THE HOUSE THAT NUTS BUILT derstand he's really getting in
— you see so few of them; Tweed
coats and cashmere sweaters and
that the general menu, leaves much to be desired. Few any, however, is the Astronomy
training for his "new-life-at-RolBy Don The Crackpot
pipes are wonderful (for some
people eat sweetbreads, yet the Beanery continues to serve Group, which, along with the NaKAPPA GLAMMA
people!), but I don't like highLast
Sunday
Andrew
and
Simon
(Conversation
overheard one
them as a main course regularly. This is but one example. ture Lovers meets almost nightly, went to the beach. They had a
Dominick's victrola is blaring
water pants and suspenders! I
r weather, along the lakenight, recently.)
out and I'm trying madly to get
Most people of college age, although supposedly fairly malove those light tan raincoats and
front. Often these hardy adven- nice time. Last Saturday we initiatture mentally, still retain a liking for some form of a sweet tures sit till well past curfew, with ed Sam and Ham — They had a MYERS—"Waddya say Ed? — something (anything) written by hats to match, and three-quarter
Coming out with u s ? "
six-thirty, so I can hand it in. length corduroy coats. For formal
dish as dessert. Sherbet, jello, doughnuts, spice cake or fruits nothing around them but a thin nice time. Boy are we glad — and
You should have seen the Kappa
ALLOO—"Gosh, I'm sorry Jack
just don't hit the spot. Any mother knows this, and we don't j Rollins co-ed. This, indeed, is the are they glad — Then all us kids — I have SO much work to do and house last night, it looked like "at wear I like tails much better than
a tux!"
went down to the Varsity and had
think it would be too hard for the Beanery officials to dis-1 scholarly attitude! Recent objechome"
night.
Esso
and
Butch
were
•a SO broke and I'm SO tired and
! cokes. Boy was it fun! We've
tions from the administration have
one corner playing cards; Jenelle Shirley Bowstead: "I can't stand
cover it.
got a swell bunch of pledges — this Trowbridge wants two papers
caused the cancellation of two of
and Chick were in another, also high-waisted pants and flashy ties.
from
me.
Oh!
by
the
way,
Jack,
will
boy! Now here it is Monday and
Finally, when all is said and done, we want to commend the most popular nocturnal study are
playing cards; Al and "Scotty" I like sweaters, the bulky kind, but
we ever tired! Whattsa madda you do me a favor? — get tht
the Beanery, on the whole, for its efficiency, its cleanliness courses — those in Biology and Hawkins? — Godda big head? Kappa house on the phone — well were in the music room studying where are the vests men buy with
their suits? I like moccasins and
Anatomy. The Dean of Women oband its helpful attitude. But if the people in charge there jected to the working-conference Yeah, we seenya drinkin' them what are you looking at me that We have had quite a week-en( s a d d l e shoes with character
M. A. Martin came back to visit
want to save themselves much unfavorable comment, we sug- method as outlined. And as the last things like they was nuttin' at all way f o r ? "
us. Since she is an ex-X Clubber, (dirty!). Why can't they shave
gest they make a survey of the likes and dislikes of Rollins light goes out on our hard-working — He's a real poddy boy, Hawkins Ted and Hives didn't think much we turned her entertainment over their whiskers and cut their long
of Tallahassee. Latter says he':
group, we leave them for another
students and govern their future menus accordingly.
to Alloo, who bore up nobly. Also hair ? The so-called casualness upSee where Lum is datin' that never seen a larger collection of Charlotte's parents are down,
held by some of the Rollins men is
week.
He's never seen
pretty dolly from the Oma Zu ugly females.
terrible!"
we a r e all being nice to one
Pembroke
or
Orlando
on
a
SaturHouse, Eunice Fishbunk — Boy!
other
for
appearance
sake.
K. A. KAPERS
Did he muscle out all the otha day night then!
Diggers has taken some very
John "I-got-a-system" M y e r s
Gossip — Who's doing what with glamma boys! Then we all sat
(Continued irom page 1)
whom, has always been treated j around and ank hot cocoa while got taken to the cleaners again cute movies of the girls — of course
base job is wide open with the vet
20 more subscriptions are
scandalously with biting satire. We | Mrs. Fundiddy told us ghost stories this week. Better check on that she got mixed up and put some of
eran Smiley Wellman recuperating
that are needed to make the second think it is a thing of beauty and
wheel again next time, boy. Sunday us in with a roll taken at the i
Jeez! Was it scary
from a fractured wrist. Leading
film series from the Museum oi
we hope it was unintentional.
Last Tuesdy we won the crew afternoon was pleasant on Dubsthe list will be Sammie Pugh, Dick Modern Art Film Library an actual- stuff, and ought to be lauded in
Here we would like to praise
freshments—light
and heavy. Our
stead
of
despised
as
a
degradation
races, then our own Jack Thistle
Curry, and Ira Yopp. Pugh and ity. Any one who has indicated
down the road to degeneracy, de- won the Golf match for us and nomination for the girl with the Pat Van for her marvelous acting
Yopp have had experience in
Thursday evening, March 6, front
his desire to subscribe to the series
ability — get it? You don't? —
most
sense
on
campus
—
Gladys
feat,
and
decay.
Axel
brought
home
the
Tennis
Cup
Orange Belt League, one of the and has not yet paid his $2.00 is
9:30 to 10:00, over Station WDBO,
Well I did — in the face!
Why should we ridicule Douglas — nice goin' boys! An we got Evoy.
fastest semi-pro circuits in thi requested to do this before March
For the last week we have all the Rollins Radio Program will
Bills for having such a small car? plenty a good actors and wrestlers,
Chick got a little confused Satursouth, and probably will prove valu- 7.
The road he is taking is only to n' woo-pitchers n' everything. day afternoon — maybe it was the been going around being "Oh, so broadcast the Benedict-Beatrice
able at this position. Emmet GaulThe first film of the projected
nice" and trying to act intelligent scenes from Shakespeare's "Much
Jenelle says she wants to be in cold that kept making those pills
ding is almost a cinch to return to series will be shown this Sunday Fox Hall. An Austin built for two;
— the reason? Elections tonight.
the "hot corner" with little compe- evening, March 9, at 7:30, if the it's invigorating. Why should we ouah column, so heah's a big hello slice off into the broccoli. A far We are going to elect girls to all Ado about Nothing." The scene!
cry from t h a t 11-up day, eh Willie?
tition in sight. Clyde Jones will be rest of the memberships are re- peek behind the curtains a t Phil to Jenelle, folks.
the offices that Betty Berdahl are under the direction of ProfesReed,
when
we
know
damn
well
Our
boy
Meredith
seems
blissDidja
see
Bob
Slam's
new
d
<
pushed for the shortstop job by ceived by then. The film is Noel
sor Charles A. Steel.
who's with him—Jimmy MacHugh Pontiac? Didnja? Pink n' yalla — fully happy these days. I t was a doesn't already hold.
Earl Tyler, a flashy player from Coward's Cavalcade which was first
Shirley Bassett left us Saturday,
Monday evening, March 10, frc"11
of course. Why should we leer at yeah! He's a sport, Bob is — Con tough fight but he finally came
Virginia. All in all, the infield will released in 1933. The motion pic7:00 to 7:15 over Station WDBO,
Bower Corwin, and say "This is grats to Lucy and Ferd — what through, and how! Now that a cer- but not for good we hope.
be the strongest part of the team.
was directed by Frank Lloyd Ghastly" when, after all, it is only
Mary
Wright
and
Janie
May
have
the Rollins Radio Program m"
fur? ? Ya got his pin aintcha? tain dark wench is speaking to us
and includes Diana Wynyard, Clive
been kidding themselves that it present Professor Christopher 0tural. Do we have to sneer a t Well O. K. — congrats — ya could- again we feel much better.
Hardman and Estes will join Bud- Brook, Una O'Connor, Frank Lawisn't cold and lying out in the sun Honaas and members of the Roldy Bryson in patrolling the outfield ton, and Margaret Lindsey in its Joe Knowles for not going to Jack- n't do no bedda — make a swell
If anybody would like to know all day, every day. (That's all right
lins College Conservatory of Music q
when not on the mound. Others large cast. It is a story of England sonville just for the ride? Do we lookin' couple — plenty a glamma. how the mixture of hot peppers and
Janie May, the profs, never read in an interview conducted by Wai' (^
Didja go to the Fiesta, folks? — gin tastes, just take 1 part battery
competing for a regular assignment from the death of Queen Victoria have to, and I quote, "Give a very
this thing, or should I limit to
ppfftt to Jess Gregg for going didja? Did ya see our booth? We
in the outer garden are Eddie Wein- to the present day.
acid and 2 parts amonia, garnish profs?) Well, the girls really have lace MacBriar.
over Sinclair Lewis and proAnother Rollins broadcast will &
^
berg, Tommy Knight, and Billy
The subscription cost for the en- tege"? What's wrong with that? 11 wore sneakers an ice blue middy well with old cartridge shells and a burn, but I am inclined to think
presented over Station WLOF °n - ^
blouses an soived peanuts to the drink, sitting down! It t h a t doesn't
Wharton.
tire series is only $2.00.
it's more wind burn than sun burn. Friday evening, March 11, i1"" ' \
Somebody must have been jealous. I faculty. Boy! Was it ever a function
work, ask Jim Hoover, the r a t !
Well, time to run —
9:00 to 9:;

Of course, taste in cookery, like taste in clothes and women,
is an highly personallized question. It's no easy job to prepare
food for 400 people and season and cook to please everyone.
But some of the Beanery meals aren't fall down on seasoning
and cooking, but on the selection of food alone. Sunday night's
dinner, for example, was even worse than usual, and on
many tables there was no bread, merely crackers. To get
bread you had to go to the kitchen and ask for it, or get it
yourself. Monday night each table got one pitcher of milk.
Not enough for six thirsty young men.

•
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Film Series 20
Short of Goal

Thursday Evening
Broadcast Features
Shakespearean Scenes
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SANDSPUR

ALONG the Phi Delts Lead In Gary Cup COEDS in Tarlettes Lead Capt. Scudder Won't Make
SIDELINES Race; Lambda Chis Second SPORTS By Virtue of Nassau Trip Next Month
Pushes Leaders; Only
K. A. Crew ComesX Club
Three More Sports to Be
32-25 Victory 21 Candidates
Contested
Through in Pinch;
Rollins Coeds to Play O. H. S. Report for First
Tonight in Battle That
Wins 1941 Title
May Decide Race
By Ted Pitman

The numerous black eyes and
otherwise disfigured faces seen on
campus this week are the signs
that one of the toughest winter
football practices was brought to
a bloody end in a scrimmage between a team captained by Bill
Justice and another captained by
his roommate, Paul Meredith.
But of this strenuous and all important session Coach McDowall
hopes that he has got a line on his
team for next year. The way is
going to be plenty tough as the
loss of nine first stringers is something that a college doesn't often
have to contend with. Although
he is lacking experienced men McDowall hopes that they will make
up for it in spirit and he also boasts
that next year he will have one
of the largest football squads in
Tar history with at least three
teams.
Several new faces can be counted
on to show spectacularly next fall
in the blue and gold colors. Ralph
Chisholm is a sensational frosh
en; Dave Frazier, Sammy Pugh,
Quentin Biddle are all brilliant
frosh scatter backs. Stetson gave
us another promising back in Earl
Tyler and the line should be plenty
heavy with Tiny Phillips at 235,
Joe Whitelonis at the same weight,
Ollie Barker at 225, and Mervin
Thai at 205. These make the
foundation of one of the biggest
lines that McDowall has ever had.
Basketball also came to an end
this week. It was a tough season
and one played under many handi(Continued on Page 4)

ROLLINS PRESS STORE

By David Low
Tuesday brought forth the upset
that temporarily changed the prediction of the intramural crew
series. In the good time of 3:48:4,
a very much improved Lambda Chi
team trounced the much favored
Phi Delt four in one of the most
thrilling races of the year. The
Lambda Chis started off at a 31
stroke and took the lead, however,
they were only able to hold it for a
few feet, before the Phi Delts, who
used a 32 stroke caught up. The
race was even for a long time until
the Phi Delts pulled ahead, only
to have the Chis catch and finally
pass them just before the finish
was reached. The Lambda Chi
team showed amazing improvement
over their first two races.
In the second race Tuesday the
mighty KA juggernaut swamped the
X Club. Unfortunately the watch
broke so that the accurate time of
this race can not be given, however, it was very likely the best
time of the year. The KA's, starting at a 30 stroke took the lead and
held it all the way in. It was a KA
race all the way and never was
there any question as to how it
would come out.
Wednesday was the crucial day
(Continued on Page 4)

TENNIS
EQUIPMENT

Rytex Stationery
March Special—Double Quantity

WISE

GUISE

c-

Tennis Shorts
White, ecru, green or tan.
Made of gabardine or sailcloth.

$2.00 pair
Tennis Shirts
Rollins "T" Shirts with
the college insignia.

65c
BY PEGGY
If you were born on March 5th,
or thereabouts, you not only share
today with Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Howard Pyle, but it's said
of you, "Although you possess foresight and display keen judgment,
your emotions are apt to interfere
The secret of how to prove this
statement, and to the good, is at
Dickson-Ives. You will believe in
horoscopes when you see, if you
haven't already, some of the clothes
that were shown at the Thursday
evening fashion show given at the
Fair last week with Rollins models.
These newest ones were made with
the children of March in mind.
Smokey Skolley wore one that
was our favorite and will probably
be yours. It was a white pique formall cut on princess lines, very
much spring harbinger, and had
inserts (about waist and back) of
lattice-like pique which left parts
of Smokey showing through!
Pat Laursen, preen-lined as they
come, wore a white chiffon and
rhiiu'stone brilliants formal which
fitted her Nordic good looks,
eally the answer to a maiden's start'.
Toy Skinner, who looked woosh
with much make-up and local-color
(tan), first wore a two-piece red
and white tiny checked play-suit
topped with a big white pique hat.
. . . Toy also modeled (and looked
like Joan Crawford in it) a gorgeous splashy open-midriff formall
thai was evidently fresh from Toy's
Shangri-La.
Gene van de Water has that
spring pedigreed look in a slack
suit ol sharkskin, and looked like
in pastels. It was a rose
and pale sky blue combine and
would certainly cause much ado . . .
and about something.
The Colleen Moore Doll House will
be on display the rest of this week
at Dickson-Ives, in case you missed
the formal opening night. It's one
of the most fascinating things that
ever Orlandoans and Winter Parkers have seen, we've heard various
ones say.
Due to the sudden catastrophe at
Dickson-Ives last week . . . Myrtle
Smith. Fashion Show Director, coming down with the mumps . . . the
Fashion Show for the Free French
has been postponed tentatively until March 20th, so slip the date up
a week, and hope for the best!

Other Sport Shirts
from 50c to $3.95

Tennis Balls
Spaulding — Can of three

The "Ace" Ball, 3 for $1.00
Spaulding Rackets, Presses,
Vizors, Caps. And U. S.
Keds with the arch feature.

R.C.Baker

The long delayed trip of the
swimming team to Nassau is
The All-Southern horse show will
scheduled for March 14, having
find several Rollins riders taking
been postponed for a month. The
part when it is held this coming
swimmers have been working out
Sunday at the Orange Blossom
By Jack Liberir
regularly at the Orange Court and
With the end of the
and Stables.
should be in excellent condition
basketball
, the intramural
for the meet.
Gary Cup race is e tering the homeBecause the meet comes at the
Hockey intramural games beAfter having it all their way for
stretch with but 3 fiery, volleyball, tween chosen teams will be played
end of the term, academic work will
the first half, Purcell Clothing Comand diamondball •emaining to be
be the fly in coach Peeple's ointBy Ted Pitman
Tuesday, March 11, Friday, pany basketeers took a second derunn off.
One of the largest crew squads ment. Studies will keep Captain
March 14, and Tuesday, March 18. feat, 32-25, from Rollins Tarlettes
At the beginning of the race, All girls interested in playing
last Wednesday at the Orlando ever to report to Coach U. T. "Brad" Kenneth Scudder from making the
the Lambda Chis took a command- should attend the regular classes
Bradley, climbed into the long, trip. Edwin Waite is counted on
Armory.
ing lead of seventy points over the to get the two required practices.
for a gold medal in the 200 meter
The co-eds, starting out in their sleek Rollins shells Monday afterX Club, by going through the touch The hockey varsity is chosen from
noon and took their first workout on breaststroke, although the competifootball season undefeated, while those who participate in these true 1941 style, permitted their op- Lake Maitland.
tion is supposed to be unusually
ponents
to
score
first
and
lead
for
the Club defeated all. but the games.
Lead by Captain Mel Clanton, 21 strong. Cecil Butt has an outside
two perids. Midway of the first
champs.
quarter Janie May Stokely took stalwarts of varying degrees of ex- chance in the mile and will also
Continuing their winning ways,
Jensen's place at guard to fill perience had their names placed on enter the half and the quarter.
the Lambda Chis increased their
The tennis and golf intramurals
ie defensive gap. Little was the 1940 crew roster. This num- John Twachtman and Hank Swann
lead by easily taking the swimming
e all set to go now with most of
gained, however, for her spot in ber just lacks three men from fill- will enter the 100 meter dash and
meet, last fall. By not entering the group entrants in. The first,
forward combination was a bit ing out the desired three eights. If Twachtman will probably enter the
a team in the relay, which was the second, and third ranking player
too difficult for Bitty Cummin to this gap can be filled Rollins will 200 meter dash also. Both have
deciding event for the victors, the of each group plays the correshave the chance to boat for the comparatively little experience and
handle.
X Club lost 50 valuable points. The ponding player of each other group.
On the short end of the 10-6 first time in its history a third var- there is no telling what they may
Kappa Alpha took second in this The winner of two groups is that
be able to do. Dick Krall is another
sity eight.
score,
going
into
the
second
canto,
event.
one which takes two out of the
Two varsity men, Ray and Har- neophyte, who needs plenty of exCoach Alice Henry juggled the
Tennis then came along and the three matches, so that one good
squad and shook out Lolly Phillips, mon, were given leaves of absence l perience; Krall will enter the middle
player
cannot
carry
the
intramurX Club was an easy winner, with
who took over Janie's guard duties for the day but in spite of this when (distance swims. Doyle Darnold,
Chick of the Club taking the single
to set the team on the upgrade. the varsity took to the water they /varsity diver from last year, may
finals and with Cist also won the
Lolly, who is tall, took a position seemed in pretty good shape after n o t be able to prepare for the
doubles title. The Lambda Chis
Nassau meet because of football
Matches consist of two out of almost under the basket and stood their long layoff.
still maintained their lead by finishCaptain Clanton has taken overlp r a c tice.
three sets in tennis and nine holes like the rock of Gibraltar against
ing second.
all attacks. With Lolly to back the stroking job left open when
Rollins will have four inter-colof match play golf.
Track gave the Phi Delts the
Caution: All players should play them up, Betz and Hugli ventured "Killer" Hickok failed to return to legiate meets in the spring in
first of their many chances to creep
all their matches, otherwise the upfloor to harrass Purcell's of school and although it is a change which freshman will not be able to
up on the other groups. Despite
fensive in its earlier stages. Bob in sides for the Tars' new stroke,
A number of swimmers are
the fact that the Lambda Chis group does not receive its entrance bie broke through in a positive rasl he seemed to fit in well at his new planning to start training now in
won more first places than the points. Play at least a match a of interceptions that left Purcell position.
order to get ready for those meets.
week;
and
make
the
effort
to
locate
others, they could do no more than
empty-handed time and again; while
The prospects for the varsity Dick Dana, who has done a lot of
to finish third, because the first your several opponents before they Dot snatched their rebounds in mid- boat look bright with seven returncompetitive swimming, will help
five places were counted in the hunt you.
air when scoring efforts failed.
ing letter men besides Clanton. in the distance events. Bill Terhune,
Tennis entrants in order of rank
score. Because of this fact, the
They include last year's number 7, Percy Hubbard, and Darnold may
With defense readjusted Janie
Phi Delts defeated the X Club by ing for each group are as follows
Grady Ray, and number 6, Mickey
two points and the Lambda Chis Alpha Phi—Murray Baylor, Vir May rejoined Hester Sturgis and Harmon, as well as lettermen Car- help round out the team.
Undoubtedly the greatest proginia Meyers, Janet Harrington Gloria Burke at forward. With the row Tolson, Carl Sedlmayr, Nin
by three.
Chi Omega—Gloria Burke, Martha ball more in their possession they Bond, Frank Grundler, and Dick gress on the Rollins swimming team
Lastly came basketball and crew.
this year has been made by freshBrooks, Marian Brooks; Gamma Ph: managed to keep pace with the op- Yard.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~
With a race that saw ties for both
man Hank Swann. Swann is a
—Bert Schlegel, Toy Skinner; Inde ponents scoring for the second
first and third, the K. A.'s finally
The Junior Varsity is a different "natural swimmer." A natural
quarter, so that half score was
came out on top by outrowing the pendent—Dodo Bundy, Bitty Cum- Purcell 16, Rollins 12.
story, however, with a wealth of swimmer is one who happens to be
Phi Delts in a race-off, thereby re- min, Sally McCaslin; Kappa—Janie
material to choose from but hardly endowed with excellent coordinaDuring the third session the coltaining last year's championship. May Stokely, Wilma Tilden, Mary
any experience. Thirteen men have tion and sense of timing:. Hank has
The X Club and Lambda Chis were Wright; Phy Mu—Barbara Bryant, legians turned on the heat in both the job of fighting it out for the
Doris Kohl; Pi Phi — Barbars divisions. They tallied twelve points junior boat. If, however, three both of these as well as a long
tied for third.
Northern, Pat Laursen, Mary An to Purcell's three, and came out more men appear on the scene the loose frame ideal for speed swimIn basketball with two games
thony; Theta—Bobbie Betz, Ginger with a five point edge on 19-24. fight will be a little fairer as they ming. Swann has taken at least 8
still to be played, the Phi Delts with
The pace slackened noticably durseconds off his time for the 100
Cohrs, Ann Ballinger.
all can be boated at the same time,
a so-far clear record have clinched
ing the final period when both
and is now one of the four fastest
(Continued on Page 4)
As it stands now though, it looks men on the team. Another freshGolf entrants in order of rank teams let the carnival spirit of
for each group are as follows devil-may-care reign, invade the as though it is going to be a hoi man, Dick Krall^ is making slow
T h e t a ^ J u n e Reinhold, Pat Guillow, Armory. . Neither team tried to battle with Reed, Justice, Laughead, but steady progress towards beAlbert,
Koulouris ; coming a distance swimmer. BuoyKay Woodward; Pi Phi—Emily seriously, as they took turns drop- DeGuehery,
Akerman, Smoky Sholley, Nancy ping the tallies through the hooops. Minor, Roosevelt, Farnsworth, Mat- ancy has a great deal to do with the
Locke; Kappa — B. Little, Betty ping the tallies through the hoops. thews, McHugh, Waddell and Cor- progress a swimmer will make in
win all rated an even chance with
Mackemer, Charlotte Stout; Inde- 25.
the beginning. Krall is heavy in
Reed, Waddell, Minor and Farnspendent — Nancy Sproull, Lois
the water which makes it harder for
Janie May Stokely was hitting
TODAY — THURSDAY
Hague, Joyce Marcus; Gamma Phi her stride and tossed in 14 points worth given the edge on experience him to develop a sense of timing.
One great need of the crew squad Lack of buoyancy has caused Waite
— Jean Turner, Frances Mont- to top Gloria's efforts by one point.
PRISCILLA LANE
gomery; Alpha Phi—Mary Trendle, Ruth Pike was high scorer for Pur- at the present moment is to fill the to give up free style for breastPhillippa Herman, Marjorie Mc- cell on 11 points as Mary Reynolds vacancy in the coxing post,
stroke.
coxes reported for the Monday
Queen.
watched closely.
BROTHER RAT AND
Tonight the Tarlettes meet the opening and your scribe had to plug
A BABY
the
varsity
boat
while
peedy Orlando High School laskind soul helped the jayvees.
who pulled the wool over their
eyes the last time. The encounter
ONE WEEK
will determine league leadership.
STARTS FRIDAY
Papers, Ribbons, Carbons
Somewhat disrupted by the rulRollins tops the list now with four
never seen anything
ings of the Social Committee, the
and one loss; and OHS is a
for typing
dance plans of Phi Delta Theta fraclose second with three wins,
like it —
Sheaffer Pens and Pencils ternity for a Shipwreck Party have
one loss and one tie.
GEORGE RAFT
been changed to a Mystery Ball.
L. C. Smith and Corona
ANN SHERIDAN
Since the dance committee'e report
Typewriters
plete at this time, the
HUMPHREY BOGART
only information obtainable was
Desks and Office Chairs
that the dance will be held at the
Orlando Country Club, with Tussy
Brannon's orchestra this Satur39-43 E. Pine St.
day night, March 8, and dress will
Phone 3051
Orlando be informal.

Crew Practice

Phi Delt Dance
Plans Changed

O'Neal-Branch Co.

We cater to Rollins . . . .

O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY
Prescription Druggist

Fountain Service

Opposite Colony Theatre
P h o n e 402

Your nearest Drug Store
FREE DELIVERY

DID YOU KNOW THAT
YOU CAN SAVE

10%
at our cash and carry office.
Complete Laundry Service
CERTIFIED DRYCLEANERS
Pressing While You Wait

The GREAT
DICTATOR
Produced, written and directed by CHARLES CHAPLIN

with PAULETTE GODDARD

Winter Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Avenue
Opposite Hamilton Hotel

ROLLINS

FOUR

Andy's Garage
Church St.
Day Phone 75
Night Phone 319W

For Good Photo Finishing
Go to Studio of

L E O N A. P A G E
PHOTOGRAPHER
136 E. Park Ave. Winter Park

Here Is
Your Chance

Supercharged
FORD
1940 Convertible

• Phi Delts Lead
(Continued from Page 3>

The stacatto cries of the coxswains
are also once again heard on Lake
Maitland as Brad's crew squad
swings into high gear this week as
they rush preparations for the
toughest season in Tar rowing history.

following equipment:
McCullough Supercharger, Twin Exhaust, Radio,
Life Guard Tubes, White
Tires, Grisby Coil, Gabriel Shock Absorber, Maroon finish, Black Top.

Mercury & Lincoln
Dealers
Phone 6020

(Continued from Page 3)

the title, with second place still a caps. I t is however, cheering to
look forward to the bright future
quesiton mark.
that seems to be in store next year,
By virture of their victory in
as there are some steller basketeers
basketball, the Phi Delts have taken among the frosh. The new blood
the Gary Cup lead, with the Lambda should do the Tar basketshooters
Chis second, followed by the X a world of good and we predict
that next year the basketball team
Club.
will really go places.
Standing: Phi Delta Theta,
10631/;; Lambda Chi Alpha, 1015
Baseball is with us again! Once
X Club, 978i^; Kappa Alpha, 780
Independent, 463; Sigmu Nu, 348 more the sharp crack of the bat
and the thud of ball against glove
Sigma Phi Omega, 50.
is heard as America's most popular
N. B. This does not include the sport gets in full swing out a t
last two basketball games or second Harper Shepherd Field.
The team is essentially the same
place in the final standing.
as last year with the exception of
Joe Justice a t second and Willie
Daugherty on the mound. These
two holes are going to be plenty
tough to fill, especially the latter,
as only Sammy Hardman and
George Estes remain, unless some
new talent is discovered the pitching staff is going to find plenty
tough going.

Cost $1400 new with the

Central Florida
Motors Co.

Along the Sidelines

PHILCO RADIOS

Bennett Electric
Shop
PLAY TEX
Living- Girdle
Girdle and garters in one seamless piece! Made of smooth liquid
latex, it helps slim you into lithe,
lovely lines almost magically!
The seamless garters give your
stockings the resilient support
that helps prevent runs. Pink,
blue or white.

44 W. Jefferson
Between N. Orange and RR.

YOWELL-DREW'S

EXPERT LUBRICATION, WASHING,
POLISHING, SIMONIZING

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
East Park Avenue

Phone 9184

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
Incorporated
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION

ORANGE SKIN CREAM
FOR THAT "DRIED-OUT" FEELING

69 W. Concord Ave.
Orlando

in the series since the winner of
the X Club-Phi Delt race would
have to race off a first place tie
with the KA's and the loser would
wind up in a third place tie with
the winner of the Lambda Chi
Sigma Nu race. The Phi Delts
won the race by about a length,
rowing the course in 3:52:4. Although it was an important race it
was not very interesting to watch
because once the crews passed the
cyprus trees it was a Phi Delt race
all the way. The winners started
off a t a 30 stroke and in the last
few lengths stepped up to 34, while
the losers rowed 32 the whole way.
In the second race the Lambda
Chi outfit showed their power for
the second time this year and
trounced the Sigma Nus in the
time of 3:54. The Chis, using a
stroke of 30 took the lead and held
it all the way in while the Sigma
Nus used the rather slow stroke
of 26. It is fortunate for some of
the other crews that the Chis waited till the end of the season to
start to really row.
It is in many ways fitting that
the best official time of this year
should be produced in the race that
broke the tie for first place. Due
partly to tail wind and partly to
the fine rowing, the KA's defeated
the Phi Delts in the fast time of
3:44 flat. The race was close all
the way and while the KA's rowed
a thirty stroke, slightly higher
than that of the Phi Delts they were
never more than a length and a half
a head. In the last few feet of
the race McHugh jumped his slide
and lost his seat. Even so however
the KA's were able to cross the line
in plenty of time, and not only
the race but also the season best
time.
The final standing is: KA, first;
Phi Delt, second; X Club and Lambda Chi, third; Sigma Nu, forth.

— Rollins Alumnus

•

Real Estate Broker
Tel. 400

In this skin-drying weather you
need a nightly soothing with
Miss Arden's rich cream, specially prepared to help counteract steam heat and sharp
winds. Smooth it on every night
for a few minute, then remove
the surplus . . . or keep it on
while you sleep. 1.00 to 8.00.

^Mackie's
PHONE 246 OR 9162

Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Lanudered
J . Walter Dickson, Mgr.
Phone 5861

KAs' Come
(Continued from page 3)

RAY GREENE

$2.50
Y-D—Foundations
Fashion Floor

WEDNESDAY, M A R C H j a . ^

SANDSPUR

Park Aye.

Eddie Waite's Amazing Success Story;
Rollins Winds Up Playful
Or, a Little Hard Work Will go a Long Wty
Basketball Season
62-31 Loss
Tars Muff Many Scoring Op
portunities As Hatters
Click With Precision
By Bill Justice
Teams of Rollins and Stetson met
for the last time Thursday night,
Stetson wound up her intercol
legiate competition with a boom
in 62-31 victory. Rollins was ii
the lead only once during the fray,
and that was a one point lead a t
the beginning of the game. The
Stetson team was as smooth work
ing as has ever been see in thest
parts.
Smith opened the scoring witl
a foul shot, but this was quickly
followed by a field goal by "Tiny"
Phillips and Rollins enjoyed its
only lead of the evening. Fron
then on Stetson took complete com
mand of the situation. Rollins had
many golden opportunities and each
time they missed their shots
threw a bad pass to keep them from
scoring. Had Rollins taken ad

Horatio Alger would indeed have
been pleased with one of Rollins'
present swimming stars. Some
people have wondered why rough,
rugged Eddie Waite seems to prefer the apparently mild sport of
swimming to the hard game of
football.
Why Two-Ton Eddie started
swimming years ago in Texas is
beside the point. He would win a
medal a t this meet, and another a t
that. He was nonchantly clipping
close to both breaststroke and free
style records, but never in those
happy carefree days of high school
did he deeply engross himself in
the sport. Then two summers ago,
Eddie met George Whitner a t
Camp Carolina. Whitner already
held most of the southern junior
titles in 100 and 200 meter breaststroke and in the individual medley.
Rivalry was inevitable. There was
a difference, however, between the

two. Waite was a natural swimmer
Whitner a top swimmer not becaus*
of particular ability but because of
a rigorous training system. W t t
ner would swim two miles ever*
day, Waite possibly 100 yards.
Later in the summer the two net
at several meets. Waite did n0(
have a chance, and Whitner would
be dry by the time Eddie finished.
Then it was that the fresh young
soul of Edwin Waite hardened into
lines of grim intent. He would swia
faster than Whitner or know the
reason why. He almost did it at the
Mid-Atlantics last summer. Eddie
took a second place over some of
the fastest breaststrokers in the
South, but Whitner broke his own
record to take first place. Eddie
thinks he knows the reason now
training can beat Whitner. He will
do that training. If Waite can take
Whitner this summer, the Nationals
next winter aren't too far awav.

The Inquiring Reporter
By Charlotte Stout

What do you think of the proposed location for the new Student
nion Building?
Pat Randall—"It's too crowded right there. The building needs
lots of lawn."
ntage of all her opportunities it
Marian Brooks—"I don't like it. You'd have to cut down all of the
ght have been an entirely differtrees and it cuts off the view to the lake."
ent story.
Mary Lou Laughead—"It would sure cover up that eye-sore, CloverThe game Thursday brought to
leaf."
l end a rather mediocre season fo
Dave Frasier—"It would be pretty good because it would fill up
the Tars. Off to a bad start against
that block."
Miami, an epidemic of measles hit
Mary Wright—"There's not half enough room, and it would clutter
the squad and took away some
of the star players for one or two
up the campus. Why don't they take the money and rebuild Cloverweeks. This threw them into a
leaf."
rut from which they never quite Jackie Miller—"I think it would be good because it would cover up
completely recovered. When all the
Cloverleaf."
boys did recover we saw a much
Monroe Griffin—"Oh! Are they going to build something thore?"
better brand of ball and it looked
Frank Grynkrout—"No sense in crowding every thing together. I
for a while as though they might
wouldn't like it there."
pull through after all. They beat
Betty Muirhead—"I don't like the location for it, but I think the
Southern, Schwobilt Clothiers, and
building is a good idea."
St. Petersburg twice, for four
Kay Woodward—"I don't think it's very good because it spoils the
straight wins, and all seemed to
beauty of the campus. I t would be a shame to cut down all those
be well. But a t the last they
trees."
dropped back into the losing column,
Polly Rushton—"Why don't they build a new Cloverleaf instead?"
dropping games to Florida, Wofford,
Bill House—"Why don't they put it across from the Theatre and the
and Stetson.
Chapel instead?
Next year, however, we can look Ginny Morgan—"It's stinking. Why don't they put it on the Lake*
forward to a good basketball seafront where it was originally scheduled?"
son. With such freshman stars as
David Lowe—"If they put it there, it would look just like Stetson."
Bob Steinfelt, Jim Blalock, and
Peggy Caldwell—Trudy Musselwhite—"It stinks! ! !"
Freddie Caldwell coming up we
Charlie Taylor—"I frankly wouldn't like it over there."
can't help but have a good team.

For Underwood Portables
CALL

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange
15 S. Main St.
Phone 6158

Orlando

Here's the
SOUTHERN DAIRIES
Sealtest Ice Cream
is served exclusively in the Beanery
SPECIAL FOR MARCH

Butterscotch Royale — Strawberry Pies

real smoker's
..the top o' good

cigarette
smoking

for smokers like us

ItECKEAM®

Still time to order
an autographed copy of
Blue Bird from

THE BOOKERY
John Giantonio and Mel Clanton
Campus Agents

Orange Laundry
AND ACME CLEANERS
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"

Do you smoke
the cigarette that SATISFIES
Chesterfield's own
PATSY GARRETT
Of Fred Waring's "Pleasure Tin
with PAT O'BRIEN
America's popular screen stc

l a k e o u t a Chesterfield
. . . a n d light it. Y o u ' l l l i k e t h e COOL
w a y C h e s t e r f i e l d s s m o k e . . . y o u ' l l like
t h e i r BETTER TASTE . . . y o u ' l l find t h e m

DATSON DAIRIES

DEFINITELY MILDER—not s t r o n g . . . n o t

(^hesterfield

Safe, Pasteurized Dairy Products
Winter Park Phone 287R

Orlando Phone 9835

148 W. South St., Orlando

flat

Copyright 1941,
LICCETT & M i n t s

You can't buy a better cigarette...
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